REFERENCE:
PENNSY CORPORATION
DRAWING PN 1201
MODEL RB
BOLSTER 70 & 100 S-2-A, B & C
BARBER DRAWING SK-2013 REV A

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE:
DIMENSIONAL: +/- .010"
ANGULAR: +/- 1 Degree

Material:
Stainless Steel
Thickness: 1/8"

Scale: .35X

BARBER is Registered Trademark
of Standard Car Truck Company

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"

REFERENCE:
AAR D MANUAL M-214

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.

SPLIT WEDGE INSERT APPLICATION GAGE

SIZE A D" Job# OWG NO.盤 W770-1 Disk REV C

CUSTOMER WINCHESTER ENG 01-03-99